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Testimonials:

Cathy: “My name is Cathy. I was introduced to the minerals and mangosteen a few
months ago by my children’s daycare provider. When she showed me the information
on it, I immediately recognized the mangosteen fruit. Having lived in India for a short
time, I have had the privilege of eating the mangosteen fruit on many occasions. I
quickly placed my order hoping the minerals and mangosteen could be my answer to
taking my health to a higher level. When my order arrived I stopped taking the
vitamins I had been using for years: E, C, Q10, B and others and started drinking two
shots per day of the Nutrition Program. Besides caring for my boys, I am the president
and CEO of multiple corporations and healthcare facilities. My day begins early and
ends late. Needless to say I have much stress in my life. I have been a vegetarian for
years and have always tried to live a healthy lifestyle. Besides a few challenges, I
thought I was at optimum health for a woman of 40.

After a few short weeks on the minerals and mangosteen I could tell that my health
was changing. I noticed that my hair looked and felt healthier and my finger nails are
noticeably stronger. In my opinion everyone, young and old should be drinking the
minerals and mangosteen.”

Cathy - Missouri

Stephen: “I am definitely amazed by the mangosteen and minerals product.
I have been using mangosteen and minerals from the time it landed in Kenya in May
2010.

When I started using it, I had a balding head, which made me look older than I
actually am. After one month of using it, I was amazed when my barber noted that my
hair was growing again. I did not believe it until my wife commented about it. It
immediately struck me that I was using the mangosteen and minerals product which
has everything my body needs; 12 vitamins, 65 minerals, antioxidants, and aloe vera
to detoxify.

My prayer is that everyone should use the mangosteen and minerals product!”

Stephen
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